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cr::.>r· 2Although there i$ no ac·
tual deadline for the Basic
Educational
Opportunity
Grant
(BEOG),
it
is
suggested students make
their applications now.
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Education -Dept. Is Sued Again
By Dolotes Wood

meeting of his field supervisors
''both in his department and at the
student teaching site," John
:Rinaldi, asst. dean for student
affairs in the education department
said.

The student. who filed suit with
the Health, Education and Welfare
Dept. against UNM's elementary
education department alleging
discrimin~tion, has filed a .second
suit alleging 'he was dropped from
"He feels that the special
the special education department as education department's action is a
a reprisal for filing the first suit.
re!Jrisal for filing a suit against
The student was drOpped in a elementary · education," Rinaldi
decision made at a Feb. 7, 1977 ·said .
•

"The original compl~int was he .said.
against tne elementary education
The education department is now
department," he said. "This in- working "on compiling the 1:vidence
· formation is a significant ad- requested in the earlier case against
dendum to the complaint. But the elementary education depar·
HEW said it must be 'filed as tment, Rinaldi said. The evidence
another complaint.''
being gathered· includes: petitions
For ev.idence in this complaint, filed against the education
HEW has requested ''a copy of the department for the last three years;
tapes of the Feb. 7 meeting in which the grades of all students in the
the decision wa~ made to termi!late junior. module for the past three
the s~udent from student teaching,'' years in elementary e<lucation; the
grades of all students in the junior
module who continued to the senior
module for the past three years.
Each of these categories is to be
classified by · race and national
origin, he said.
Rinaldi said this evidence, along
with the tapes, are being prepared
to be sent to UNM President
William E.' Davis' office. "His
office decides what goes and when

·Warplanes Bomb
A.ngo~~n Invaders
In Zaire Battle

Admini~tra~ors ·Begin· Unit
UNM President William Davis lends a hand during the groundbraaklng cere·
monies held yesterday for. the Children's Psychiatric Unit to be built on the north
campus.
.
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Trial· Begins in Mann C~se

Tenure SJ~it APpealed
By Rebebh Szymanski
Former UNM Prof. Steve
Mann's suit against the University
Regents came to trial. in federal
court in-santa Fe yesterday and is
expected to erid tOday.
Last summer Mann flied suit in
federal. court against the UNM
Regents. He charged that his
constitutional rights had been
violated when the Regents denied
him tenure, despite the Academic
Freedom and Tenure Committee's
decision to retain him.
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The suit alleges, "The denial of
tenure and consequent loss of his
teaching position at UNM constituted a deprivation of property
Without due process of law and
denial o~ equal protection." ·
·Manu 'ihi:king for compensation
payment equal, fo~that which be·
would have received· had he been
granted tenure.
The !fispute originally began in
June of 1974 when Marin was
notified by UNM Ptov,ost Chester
Travelstead ·that he would not be
· awarded academic tenure and that
his contract. for teaching would be
terminated at the end of the 197S
academic year.
·

requirement is that Whatever the receives an·'A,' one must ask who
relative weights imd however a~;tually learned and what .it was
standards are· set, results should be · they learned.
given in letter grades expressing the
levels of qUality described in the
"UNM's grading policy does not
General Catalogue.'')
authorize ... giving either all A's or
all F's in any one undergraduate
Provost Travelstead had argued class, much less in all classes for a
. that "when every member of every period of five · consecutive
class for more than 10 years semesters."

1

recommended only $12,500.
But in the words of Sen. David
Rupp, the leading critic of senate
financing ofPIRG, the referendum
item puts· the question of PIRG
financing on an "all-or-nothi.ng"
basis. PIRG financing is now out of
the hands of the senate, and awaits
the decision of the students In the
. spring election.
The senate, which up until this
time has based its budget
calculations on a total figure of
$287,500 available for appropriations, now faces a reduction
in the amount available for appropriations as a result of the PIRG
'

Photo by $usan, Walton

Chief Justice ot ASUNM Court Aundre West swears in
Tom Williams as the new ASUNM vice-president.

l
!

referendum. If the PIRG
referendum passes, PIRG will
receive all of the proceeds from the
$2 levy, and if it fails, the $2 levy
will in all"likelihood revert back to
the students. The senate now has
only $242,250 available for ap'Propriations, which will mean
substantial decreases in the budget
of
every
senate-financed
organization.
Last night's meeting was presided
over by the new ASUNM Vice
President Toril. Williams, who was
sworn in earlier in the day after
Dorothy Davidson r,esi~ned on
March 18.
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UNITED PRESS
INTERNA.TIO!'\IAL
. Zaire warplanes pounded invaders from Angola with four tons
of bombs Wednesday. Cuba's Fidel
Castro and the Kremlin's Nikolai
Podgomy oi'ened a iwO.:pton&_ed
diplomatic front and in the former
French Congo a Roman Catholic
cardinal was murdered by members
of the late Congo president's
family.
Military and diplomatic fronts
opened from the · Indian to th!l
Atlantic Ocean.
In Brazzaville, the Congo, the .
ruling military junta said three
relatives of . assassinated proMarxist President Marien Ngouabi
· kidnapped and murdered Cardinal
Emile Biayenda, the youngest Biack
prince of the Roman Catholic
church and the first cardinal known
to be slain in centuries.

P·IRG Gets AII. o·r Nothing'

By Dtmlel Crain·
In what was viewed as a
preliminary victory for NMPIRG,
the ASUNM Senate voted
unanimously last night to include
on the spring ballot a referendum
. item that will decide whether PIRG
will get the entire $61,000 it has
req!Jested for 1971-78 or nothing at
all.
·
If students approve the
referendum in the election, the
entire proceeds froin the $2levy on
the
activity
fee-about
S6l,OOO-will go to PIRG. There is
some disagreement as to what will
become of the $2 levy if the
referendum is voted. down, but it
.Reasons for the denial, cited by appears that a negative vote w.ould
Provost Travelstead, ·were Mann's mean a decrease in the activitY fee
blanket "A" grading policy ana the . from $14 to $12, which was the
statements he had made during a amount of the fee before PIRd's $2
faculty meeting in 19'72. Mann had increase was approved in 1915. Any
also told then UNM President s~ch decrease in the· activity fee
Ferrel Heady at the meeting
would be contingent upon the
"shut up." He later refused to approval of the Regents.
. apologize for the beha•:j,or,
.. The senate's vote invalidates the
recommendations ··by ASUNM ,
. Mann, however, said that. the President Damon Tobias and the
denial of tenure was a violation of Senate Finance Committee that
his academic freedom. He said that PIRG receive only a part of the
llowher.e in the Faculty Halldbook proceeds .from the $2 activity fee
are there any regulations on the ·increase. Tobias' recommendation
distribution.of grades. (The Fllculty had called for a $27,000 PIRG
Halldbciok says, ''The only budget and Finance <;_ommi!tee

it go~s."
In the process of dropping the
student, the Albuquerque Public
School system is said to have been
so dissatisfied with the perfonnance
of the student that it may screen
special education stUdent teachers
in the future.
"It is not true, fiS far as I know,"
Rinaldi said, "They would have
liked to know more about student
teachers than was provided them
with this student. They would have
liked to have known this was the
student involved in the HEW
case."
Ralph Dickson, an APS administrator said, "The attitude
expressed here was that when
taking student teachers for special
education, they screen them a little
more to see if the students were
capable to handle those classes."

.
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The 11-man ruling military
council which took charge of the
nation
upon
Ngouabi's
assassination last Friday, said the
cardinal was killed as a result of a
''family vendetta'' and vowed the
killers would be "punished in
exemplary fashion just like the
assassins of President Ngouabi."
iust accross the Congo River in
Kinshasa, Zaire, a government
official said Zairean jets had
dumped four tons of bombs on two
of three towns seized by former
Kat~nga rebels who invaded the
copper belt Shaba region from
Angola 16 days ago.
·The bombing raids caused "very
important damage" and coincided
with the arrival of 90 tons of U.S.
emergency military supplies valued
at $1.5 million in the battle zone in
the former province of Katanga.
It was the first military briefing
on the military activity. in the
copper-rich province since the
invasion, The · official said
President Mobutu Sese Seko would
visit the province Saturday and
reiterated claims that the invaders
were led by Cuban troops.
Castro arrived in Angola only
hours . earlier to visit the some
14,000 Cuban troops still in the
former Portuguese colony and was
greeted with a hero's welcome from
Marxist President Agostinho Neto.
Angolans were given a national
holiday to welcome the bearded
Cuban leader and shouted "Fidel!
Fidel!" on a ride in an open jeep
with Neto through the capital of
Luanda. Castro has denied
·'Mobutu's claims that his Cubans,
who led Neto's Marxist faction to
victory last year in Angola's bloody
· ci vii war were aiding the Zaire
invasion .
Castro came from Tanzania
where Soviet President Podgomy
began an African tour which
diplomats described as a major
offensive to gain influence in the
so-called frontline African nations
surrounding White-ruled Rhodesia.
Podgorny, however, was g\ven a
low-key welcome in. the Tanzanian
capital of Dar Es Salaam for talks
with President Julius Nyerere on
possible Soviet help in the Black
Nationalist guerilla war against the
regime of Rhodesian Premier Ian
Smith.
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LfNM Offers Child Care

\~rJ)~(1L!J

During Easter Vacation ·

By Dan C..llln.
The UNM Child Care Co-op and
'§ ASUNM will jointlY offer a week or
,_;j child care for children of UNM
~ students !lnd staff during tile
0 Albuquerque Public Schools Easter
8 break Apnl4-9,
'l<
UNM students and staff whose
~ children attend APS in grades o~e
~ th~ough foqr.- can h11ve their
..,
superv1~ed from 8:30 a.m.
Z• chddren
to 3 p.m. durmg the week that
N
school is out for the su~ of $3 a
~ day, or $15 for the enure Easter
p.. break, sajd co-op director George
O'Neill.
O'Neill said APS teacher Chris
Carson, who is e~Cperienced in
child;care programs, will coordinate the program. lt is the first
time such a program has been
offered at UNM.
Carson ;tnd the child-care staff
he chooses will be paid by the $3-aday charge, O'Neill said, while
ASUNM will provil!~ its spaces
. upstairs in the SUB.
"This. is an experiment," O'Neill
said. "It's (or parents who would
like an alternative" to high childcare cost ot lack of supervision that
can. confront busy parents when the

o"

public schools recess.
O'Neill said it i~ his aim tc
provide an "egalitarian setting" for
children in the program, rather
than authoritarian and unin·
.te~esti?g supe~vision .. P~ent. and
chJ!d mput Wl\1 be. v!t.al 10 structunng the weeks actlVJhcs, he s<Ild.
. A meet!nl! of UNM p~rents
mterested m t.he progrllm will be
held at the Child Care Co-op at I 0
a.m., on Saturday, Apr. 2 •
~nrollments will be made at that
tlllle.
Any UNM parent with a first to
fourth grade child in APS is urged
to contact the ASUNM. Qffice at
277-5528, O'Neill said ....
. The program was mi!lated by
former ASUNM V.P. Porothy
Davidson. Incoming V.P. Tom
Williams now represent~ ASUNM
in the program.
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Another upcoming Child Care
Co-op activity will be a four-hour
presentation on Sundlly, March 27,
"Raising Kids OK."
Tile presentation. will be condueled by Dr. William Krieger,
New Mexico director of transactional analysis communication
The presentation will be aimed ai
''exploring parental responses to
the development and growth of
children between the ages 0 to 6
years."
·

the use of bicycles as an alternative
mode of transportation to and from
the campus, urges the use of
patrolled bicycle parking areas and
requests '"public meetings before
making a decision on bicycle routes
to get input from pedestrians,
handicapped people and bicycle
riders about bicycle use, parking
and speeds."
The committee also proposed
that skateboard usage. on campus
be discussed at the same meetings.
The time and place for the first
meetings have not yet been decided
by the committee.
The bicycle motion followed a
discussion of a campus bicycle
route, which was explained to the
committee by Joe McKinney of the
·:University architect's office.
' • During the discussion, Kelly said
he felt bicycllsts might not use the
route. He also said arrows, which
would be painted on the ground to
mark the route, would aesthetically
detract from the campus.
Berry Cox, director of Police and
Parking Services, agreed that
bicyclists should establish their oWn"
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WASHINGTON-The Supreme Court on 5-4 vote Wednesday
refused to scrap the ruJe that evidence may not be used in a criminal
trial if it was obtained in violation of the defendant's right to a
.lawyer,

Ford Warns of Arms Buildup

WASHINGTON-Paul Warnke, the new U.S. disarmament
negotiator, said Wednesday he believes Soviet officials have signaled
enc<;mraging "willingness to negotiate" nuclear arms reductions
despite their anger at President Carter's human rights crusade.
"I read (Monday's) speech by (Soviet leader Leonid) Breshnev
carefully," he said in an interview with United Press International. "I
I:Vas encoura,ged in terms of his wil1ingness to ne,gotiate."
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HELSINKI, Finland-'-Soviet Premier Ale~Cei Kosygin Wednesday
dedicated Finland's first nuclear power plant; which the Soviet Union
helped finance.
. The 420 megawatt plant .at Loviisa, 60 miles east of Helsinki, com. bined Soviet, American, West German and Finnish technology, but
one-third ofits cost, or $265 million, was paid by the Soviets.
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Brezhnev Talks 'Encouraging'

By Ruth lntress
Nominations for the "studentoriented and student-evaluated"
$500 award for the dutstanding
Graduate and· Undergraduate
Teacher of the Year will be accepted through Apr. 8 in Scholes
Hall,· rm. 226, said.Dr. Joel Jones,
chairman of the Teacher· Selection
Committee.
Any student, faculty member,
chairperson, dean or alumnus is
eligible to nominate ·anyone who
teaches undergraduates. Every
nomination must include an explanation of the professor's
. abilities. Each person may submit
only one nomination,
The outstanding thcher will be
chosen by the Selection Committee,
which consists of nine professors
and two students. The. committee
will administer an evaluation form
to the students in the nominated
professor's classes. Finalists are
chosen according to the results of
the evaluation form, but the fin.al
selection will be made by , the
committee.
Jones said that in the final
selection the written testimony of
the stude.nt wh<. Ilominated the
professor "becomes Very important
and shouldn't be underestimated."
The award program was begun
25 years ago, but W!lS given ouf

Saturday 12-12
Sunday 11·6

Maybe we're crazy, but we can't think of any reason for high prices on
stereo equipment! This weekend we will show our lunacy from noon to
midnite 'Nith some super stereo prices! Stop by and enjoy big
savings on name brand stereo equipment that you've waited for!

NEW YORK-Former President Gerald Ford said today the Soviet
Union has embarked on a m11ssive military buildup that threatens to
scuttle the chances for a meaningful arms agreement with the Communist nuclear superpower.
"We know the arms race has quickened in intensity an.d multiplied
in danger," Ford told an audience of about 100 members of the
Eisenhower exchange fellowship, a student exchange program of
which he has been elected president.
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MAD Ml DN ITE
MARCH MASSACRE

By United Press International

The presenatation is one of a
series of Sunday programs sponsored by the Child Care· Co:op,
which so far has included
''Childhood Sexuality" and
''Discipline Approaches." After
the March27 "Raising Kids O.K.,"
the co-op plans a presentation titled
"Nutrition for Young Children."

·rules.

.
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Meetings Approved
For Bicycle RIJies
By Steve Nolan
Public meetings will !Je held for
UNM students, faculty and staff
Interested in expressing their views
about bicycle rules on campus to
the Campus Planning Committee.
A motion by anatomy Prof.
Robert Kelly, was passed by the
committee at its last meeting,
March 11. The motion encourages
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sporadically due to lack of interest.
Three years ago Jones asked the
Greater UNM Fund Committee to
sponsor the $500 award. "I became
aware there wasn't enough positive
reinforcement for the excellent
professors, and something more
than a token award was needed.
graduate
professor
The
n.ominations may be made by any
present or past graduate student,
faculty member, chairperson or
dean. Written explanations for the
nomination 'must be included.· The
selection will be made by the
Graduate Committee and the
Selection Committee.
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By Richard Berthold

·Opinion
'

HEW: Looks Can Be o·eceiving
By Antonio Mondragon
The following are a few hard fiJCtsthat I would like to share with the
HEW-UNM watchers;
1. I was delighted the other day
to walk into Scholes Hall and find
that President Davis not not drunk.
2. Dr. Janet Roebuck has not
been poisoning any little children
lately.
'
3. The police haven't caught up
· with Dean Wolman for stealing
·
chickens.
4. Friends of Dean Darling agree
that he could care less about his
own family. ·
·
The above four facts are· all true
at face value. In fact, their denial
would be most incriminating. T,.Y it
yourself.
For the sake of those who might
not be familiar with the poisonous
potential of implications and inferences (the writer/speaker implies, the reader/listener infers),
let me explain:
1. I don't even know whether
President Davis ever gets drunk.
The fact is he was not. And I get
delighted very easily.
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Unsigned editor,..la repre..ru. a

rillloritY opinion ct
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Staff, A. 'Other cOkii'TU'lt', cettoonl

end 'letten: fiPJ81erlt the 6p!rnon of
the author ·1111d do hot neceueritv.

reftect the vklws of tho staff.

liberation groups because the oppressive patterns and my reactions
are so deeply ingrained. In order to
become self-defined, I need a nonoppressive environment.
We do need social reform-not
on paper, but in actuality. This is
done step-by-step by people trying,
doing. The changes are slow and
minimal but accumulative. We
have, at the least, 5000 years of the
oppression of women to counter.
Tremendous strides have been
taken in the past decade, but we've
a long way to go.

is a kind person who never poisons
anyone, including children, lately or
ev.er.
3, Dean Wolman, as far as I
know, never steals anything (except the show, every now and
then). That is the reason the police
don't usually bother him.
4, Friends of Dean Darling claim
that he is a good .family man. Ergo,
if he cares to any extent, th('ln Ob·
viously he could care to 1l lesser
degree.
The whole point of"all this is that
the entire publicity su'rrounding the
HEW-UNM-Chic'ano student investigation has been full of facts
with even morE) damaging implications which have made both
sides look bad.
First, it has made .the Faculty
look like an ugly greedy Jot that
cares only about academic freedom
for itself without the slightest
regard for the academic freedom of
the students. I'm sure there are at
least a few decent faculty members. (Implication intended.)
Second[y, the following are a few
hard facts about the Chicano complainant. These carry no intentional
implications (I have no control over
inferences);

Liberating Oppressors Is a Burden
Editor;
Ms. Crowley in her recent
Opinion appears confused and
ignorant. I recommend she take, at
least, Intra. to Women's Studies
and avail herself of the information
in the Women's Center, Women's
Studies, etc.
I empathize with her push for
human Jiperation; however, I will
not put energy into men's liberation
until it is safe for me to walk at
night. Men's attempts to liberate
themselves are praised, and
welcomed, but as a woman I am
more concerned with women's
liberation and feel it is sufficiently
complex, time consuming and difficult. I don't need the additional'
burden of liberating my oppressors.
I am not sure whose children she
refers to, perhaps she has been at
specific day-care centers or in.
specific homes. Most children who
are raised in tightly stereotyped
roles are, children of unliberalized
parents and products of our
·educational system.
Lesbians and feminists and the
general women's mdvement are all
tied together-her statement that
sh(;l doesn!t care about people's
sexual preferences Ia misconception of lesbianism) is a con·
tradiction to her desire to separate
lesbians from the women's
movement. Lesbians express the
·ultimate goals of women's
liberation-they have control over
their bodies and their lifestyles,
freely combining any human
behavioral characteristics they
desire.
The liberation process should be
a two-way street; however, it
should not be the lesbians, the activists,
the
feminists-those
responsible for the present semiliberated status of women-who
go both ways, but interaction bet·
ween all people. l>resently activists
ate expected to right all wrongs,
comfort those they frighten, and
justify themselves and their actions.
I, j:Jersonally, !lm not willing to
participate
in
men/women

2. On Dr. Roebuck, she probably

I, in my present lifestyle, am not
working against anyone, but for
myself. Socrates in the "Symposium,'' the dialogue on love,
describes the ladder by which one
attains the true ability to love. The
bottom rung of this ladder cannot
be skipped. It is self love.
This ladder applies not only to
love, but to freedom, knowledge,
acceptance and -actualization. They
all must start wfth the self. We cannot change the world or liberate
others until we liberate ourselves.
TimiAnnon

1, He is presently not a student.
He was terminated even though his
case is still pending.
2. He carried a 3.425 G. P.A. in
four years of courses which he
completed in three years carrying a
double major. Throughout all this
time, he was on academic scholarships.

A cutback in funding is like slapping the wrists of a
child, and apparently ASUNM needs their bottom
spanked. Perhaps ASUNM is trying to ward off
another student rip off, of course; we remember last
semester's budget fiasco. Are they cleaning their laundry so everyone will see7
Let us look at the logistics. ASUNM fails.to quickly
approve a marijuana suj:>port bill in order to kiss fanny
with a very unresponsive state legislature. Is it so blind
to see that the state could not give a damn about its

youth?
Perhaps their logic went something like this: If we
vote out marijuana, we will save the funding of UNM.
It's up to us to pull through. If we can rid ttJe state of
NMPIRG, then the legislature will increase our funding. ASUNM enjoins with the state to commit status
quo idiosyncracies in order to save its illusionary fate.

j A Nt:PIIIOMINIS71?A770N
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Editor:
In regard to the article on page
one of the LOBO, March 23, 1sn,
in which ASUNM Sen. DuffeyIngrassia suggested a boycott of all
merchants along Central. as a
means to end the traffic problem
along tne Central 9rag.
·•

As an elected official of the
student body,Sen. Duffey's
remarks should be thought out, not
running out. Granted, a boyc~tt is a
good way to draw attention to a
cause, but so is taking innocent
hostages. The . merchants along
Central Ave. are as innocent in this
instance as the hostages held in
Washington last week.

Daniel Ball

Edwin Waksman
Owner- Posh Bagel

by Garry Trudeau
W APMINIS1l:l/7ltJN 7lJP.5/Pti<S, IT
CAMGAS NO SII!?PI?ISI: TOMY 7JfllT
CI/Rl&R P/CK£0 01/AN/3 aii.I!CDIII<T7lJ
He

Editor-In-Chief ·
Susan Walton

Managing Editor
Karen Moses

Sports Editor

Arts and Media Editot

· David Belling •

Merchant
Rejects
Boyc·ott Idea

If marijuana is not in the public interest, then what
If Sen. Duffey feels that
the hell is? Not many people want to see NMPIRG something should be done let her
bargain for its funding each semester. Nor do we want arrange a peaceful, lawful demonto see 'it sell cookies on the mall. NMPIRG's paid stration downtown, by the Traffic
professional staff indicates the group is more than a Engineering Dept., which has the
bunch of cookie sellers. Perhaps, ASUNM could do responsibility for the situation; not
better in the future by hiring a professional staff; cer- the innocent merchants of the Centainly the need has been demonstrated.
tral area.

DOONESBURY
.• Gr:XJCJ ~~~~I'IIN6. 7(){)1/Y
7He PRES/WNTCREATW

How could I be outraged at you,
Cathy? My job here is Coordinator
'of Chic9no ~tudent Services. I
could help you with logic, an in·
tegral part of the class I used to
teach through Chicano Studies
!Phil. 105) until this year that the
Philosophy Department likad it so
well they decided to keep it for
themselves.

Sen. Duffey's remarks show a
lack of thinking, and understanding. The merchants along
Central are supported by the
student body of the University. The
majority of our 'student customers
Where does that leave the claims
walk in, and don't drive across the
the HEW made up a "prima facie"
street. The only people who would
case out of two "remedial English . be affected by the boycott are the
courses?"
merchants who try to offer ~.ervices
at a fair rate to the students.

'ASUNM Wears Dirty Underwear'
Editor:
Let me take the time out to involve myself in the
cleaning of diapers; this has to do with ASUNM's
feces about NMPIRG's funding.
Aside_ from all the political ramifications, nine months is not time enough to accurately assess NMPIRG.
A professional staff was hired last June, and ASUNM
is making another mistake.
v

Finally, my response to Cathy
.Sierra. You left me a note S<Jying
that I must be shocked and
outraged at your opinion. I am not.
I thought your opinion was a
masterpiece in the art of the nonsequitur, embroidered with a few
lucid intervals demonstrating a
profound grasp Of the obvious.

Lynda Sparber

7H& SEC/?eTARY·/Jf616NIIT&
IS NOlli!NG If NOT PRO- (F
L/f!C. Otiii/COI/RT HAS
?
At.Rei!OYANNOIJNCEP7l!AT
A MAJO!<SYMBOLIC/5&5WR£ IU!tl 7J/I<E PLAce
TIJN/(3/fT /IT 9:0(1P.M.
f!//S7li!WSTIIN!JARCJ
__,.~"" / TIMe.

News Editor
Tim Gallagher

Asst .. News l::ditor

D.M. Flynn

Though it doesn't have the excitement of Jacism or fringe
political groups I cannot Jet pass
the issue'ofthe Bl:JS the defense of
which degree was raised in this
sheet two weeks ago by the Liberal
of Physics.
I am avidly in favor-wouldn't
you know it-of discarding this
pseudo-degree, of relegating it to
the dustbin of. the University of
Vietnam at Woodstock, where it
might find final peace with l2-week
drop·add, open admissions; and
other failed experiments of the
New Left University.
Aha!, you say, this pig
spokesman of the Establishment
(remember the Establishment?)
would constrain our freedom,
would cramp our intellectual style
by forcing us into the waiting- molds
of the B.A. and B.S.
To this I say that a cramped intellectual style is better than no
style at all. Believe it or not, the
idea of freedom inherent in the '
BUS (and in unlimited drop-add,
for that matter) is very appealing to
me; in the same vejn, I am sick
almost to the pqint of revolution
(which is a kind of societal
vomiting) of all these turkeys in
Santa Fe and Washington
arranging my morality and future
for me.
Then why am I unwilling to grant
increased freedom _to the student?
Partly because I am drunk with the
awesome power I command as an
Asst. Prof. at UNM, but more' important because with freedom
there must be responsibility, and in
the case of the BUS, as with the 12
week drop-add, I do not feel that
the concomitant responsibility has
emerged
These 'adobed halls are definitely
not the stoa of classical Athens,
and to expect UNM, vvith its 20
thousanil~ arid its ·arms Cij:>en to•ail,

Advertising Manager·

Rebekah Szymanski, Dolores Wood

Bill Halsey
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'Generation Gap' Gets Torn Again
Editor:
Rachel Dixon's review of the ~ndy Williams' concert on March 21.,
"Has-Been Isn't Anymore" indicates that the "generation gap"
has been reopen!ld, from the other
side.

typified by her article.
Talent and art do not age.

leisure suit set." But, the manner in
which Ms. Dixon presented her
review indicated an immature and
condescending attitude toward
those whose lifestyles and tastes
differ from her own.

Witness Artur Rubinstein; past

80 and approaching blindness, his

LOBO Letter,
Opinion Policy
lliilliilllililiiiillillllllllllllllllliiiiliUilillliiliiliiil

Letters to the editor ...
Letters to the editor should
be no longer than 250 words,
typewritten and double

FIsH RANcH

=

The Women Studies student cortnn.iltee w:iJl be

CHEWS (the Coalitiort to Help Ease World Starvatim1) presents Roberto" Contreras or the
Albuqt~erque Food Action Committct. to talk about
the 'Food Stamp Program in nn. l 08 of the Sociology
Building at 3:30 p.rn. Thurs. 1 March 24.

There will be a meeting o( students for ~
throposophyThurs. rm •.2JI~A, SUB, 7:30p.m.

~. demonstration of Batik will be given by Glsele
Br1ssey on March 24, 7-8:30 p.m. 'Thurs. in the
ASUNM Crafts Area.
~

s

:- =
E Marble Angels .. • .•. • • 99'

Applications nowavailableformembership In Blue
Key, a senior honoraryo<ganizalion at both SUB in·

formation desk and Dean of Students ofii~-Mesa

Vlsta.GPAmustbealleast3.2S,DeadlineAprUJ.

Instructors are being sought for the Women's
.Studies program. Applicants with backgrounds jn
~ducatlon, econ()mics or women's studies are urged
to apply, Form~ are available In the Women•s Studies
office in Marror1 tJall.
meeting Thurs., March 24 at 7 p.m. in Marron Hall,
rm. 233.

Qff
0 n a II sup pI i es
UNM tUd t
•th ID'

ASUNM budget hearings will be held Thurs. Mar~
ch 24andFri. March 2Sfrom 9a.m~ to 3p.m. in nns.
250/A~D of the SUB. .
.
PIRG's llenlcrs Ouldc is free to students, Pick
yours up atl 07C Cornell SB.
The Student Organization for Latin American
Studies will meet in the3rd floor lounge in Ortega on
Thurs., March 24 at 3:30,
The Warne~ Studies Committee is seeking faculty
and students who are interested· in ~rving on various
selection committees for Women Studies instructors
for the Fall semester. Deadline is April I,

Socialist Party at New Mexico will meet Thurs.,
March 24, at 7:30p.m. ip room250D of SUB.

The tslamic SOciety will have- Friday- prayers every
Friday at 12:30 p.m. in rm. 250-Cofthe SUB.
The ASA Gallery is looking tor volunteers to help
greet people. If interested call Oain: 842-BSBS.

The A.T.M. Business Assn. will be holding its annual V.f.T.A. (Volunteer Jncome-.Tax Assistance)
Program, Returns are prepared free of charte at the
A.T.M. office in UIIS Roma N.E. Returns will be
prepared Wltil A]1rill, 1977.
Dr. Glynn Ll. Issac, Prof. of Atllhropology at the
University of California at Berkeley, will dellveralecture. ~<Food-5haring in Human Evolution: Archaeological Evidence from the Plia-PJeistoccne of
East Arrica. n The lecture Will be Tues. March 29 at8
p.m. in Biology. rm. 100. On Wed. March 30 there
will bco a ques!ion and answer colloquium conccorning
the lecture in Anthra. 178 at4 p.m.

The National Chicano HCallh Organization is
organizing study sessions tor the MCAT stUdents
?Ianning.to take the test April30, 1977. For further
tnformat1on cali271-473J,

Annual Spring Sale

The Women Sludies student committee will .be
meeting Thurs., March 24 at 7 p.m. in Marron HaU

March 24, 25, & 26

mnn.231 D&EoftheSUD.

ONM Mountain Club meeting Thurs. March 24 at
7:30p.m. on second floor or sun. Climbing school
this weekend to be discuSsed,

an intensive five-day
seminar at the Serendipity
Day Care Center the sessior)
will be led by Richard
Hyatt (of San Francisco)
senior student. of Shizuko
Yamamoto enrollment
limited•cost 130.
March28·April1
time 7:00·9:30pm
for registration or
details call242-9452
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COLLEGEOFFINEARTS

~
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Admission for Summer and Fall1977 is
Friday, Aprill, 1977

-~=

I UNM Students: The Deadline to Apply for i
=
E
~

=

5

~

I

Applications are available in the College
of Fine Arts Advisement Center

I

§

Fine Arts Genter Room 1103

§
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Free Slide Show

233.

, SCEC will meet this Thurs., March 24, at 7:30p.m.

-

20 °to

§

There will be a meeting_of Delta Sigma Pi, Thurs.
March24, at 7 p.m. In nn. 2)0ofthcSUB.

~""~

Copy t:ditors

This is not facist claptrap; even a
hasty examination. of the statistics
of degrees and grades will reveal
this. To a certain degree Howarth
admits to this and says "that is the
student's problem," a notion which
admittedly does api:mal to me in
some. contexts. If one of my
students does not do the work,
that's his problem; it's his time,
money and et:Jucation and he must
learn to be responsible for his own

al.

affairs.
But in the wfder context of the
university, especially one which
welcomes all, this ought not to be
the case. Rather, the University
should create an environment
which encourages challenge and
achievemant, even if this means
some limitation of freedom.
In this UNM fails, since· it maintains a structure which allows the
less motivated to wander aimlessly
and ultimately channel themselves
into a straw degree and in so doing
not only defrauds these students,
but also robs those who properly
employ the BUS. Let us go at the
issue instead from the other end
and create special freedom for
those who can demonstrate their
motivation· and excellence.
But in the end there is no cause
for all you BUSers to worry, for as
always the game is numbers, and
the University perceives that to
abolish the BUS would be to turn
A&S into a vast wasteland, where
faculty positions would be toppling
before the slings and arrows of an
outrageous legislature.

perfo-rmances remain exciting and
vibrant. To write off a performance
with the smug comment, "your
Karen L. Sanchez spaced.
time passed years ago along with
Jt was interesting to note that the Kennedy Era" is not only rude, !lllllllmnrunlmmnmJmuumumuruJmJmmmmmumumllmummmullmlruJmllluiJUIIIIIII.!
that same issue of the LOBO but fails to show any serious 5 Open
Offer Good 5
carried an article on efforts to meet evaluation of an entertainers ~ Sundays
Thru March 28 ~
the needs of older students at UNM merits. By definition a review is not 11
by providing areas such as the a presentation of personal taste or ~
~
Hearth Lounge. My,hope is that biasedsocialcommentary.
tO
=
Ms. Dixon's attitude'toward those • One may not appreciate the
WI
in , their ·"middle· • years" is not· tastes of the "white· shoes ·and • 5
·
·
· ·
5
0
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Gold Foil Barbs 4/n ••.• 2"
Orange Cromfde •••••• 3/1°

SHIATSU
THE JAPANESE
ART OF MASSAGE

Photo Editor
Weorlell T. Hunt

regardless of race, religion or
"possession of a brain, to be able to
operate in a similar structureless
fashion is dream-stuff. With the
BUS we help perpetrate the
academic fraud begun in New
Mexico's public schools and
provide a possibly amusing way of
wasting four years of ones time.
Now, I realize that there are
those students who would be comfortable among the columns of the
· stoa, people like Ms. Remele who
can seriously benefit from the
freedom of the BUS; out for each
of these there is a google of those
finding the line of least resistance.

~
fl>

New and rental
cross couritry ski
equipment_
'
Winter clothing,
polar guard
sleeping bags
Clothing &
packs

Thursday March 24 7:30pm
Hard rock climbs
in remote areas

• Black Canyon
-The Diamond
on Longs Peak
·Canyonlands
in Utah

Save20-50%

ilnuttt.utu Q! ulrt
6307 Menaul NE

881-5223

Presented by

Ead Wiggins
from Colorado
Springs
and the
Mountain Chalet ·

,,_.·.A,,
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5 till2-1-77
early ties-buy lies-crisp memories
!aston
setting'a stage
formal statisticians will enjoy
deriving their proportions
but neglecting gross contortions
of the muddled millions
whose tears add up to billions
yet now no
one can show
I don't rush with the flow
(by Doug Campbell)
TheAncds
In the land of Odoranco
Lived a princess sweet and fair
And all the strendies and vodrisas
Cherished that princess sweet and
fair,

•
'

PUONETICS 301
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Ebon,y Fo.shion Fo.ir

Bubbly Lawrence Welk smiles
answer
Uncle Phoneme's diacritic grin.
They utter words with nasal
plosion,
review Nigerian dialectal annals,
count a point per transcribed letter.

Rngs ·for Rich
Floating like a gossamer cape, a
fantasy of high .fashion covered the
audience of the Ebony Fashion Fair
last week (March 16), at the
Albuquerque Convention Center.
Featuring black models in
creations
by
world-famous
designers, the Fashion Fair is a
traveling show aimed at raising
money for various charities. It is
produced by Ebony magazine and
sponsored in each town or city by
local civic and social organizations.
· In Albuquerque, last week's
showing was sponsored by · the
National Council o[ Negro
Women..
.
The fashion show itself was like a
fine evening gown with each fold or
stitch (in this case, props, ml!sic
and presentation)· designed to
present the garment in the best
possible way. Shayla Shimpson, the
raconteuse;- swirled the fashion
show creation before the crcwd
with words designed to set the
mood for the show's theme, ."The
Care Free Life.''
The show was divided into two
acts with eight scenes. Shimpson
introduced the top 10 women, two
men models, one at a time. Each
model was from a different part of
the country.
Each moment of the show was
tailor-made to fit into the overall
weave of the fashion display. There
was precision each time a single or a
pair of models set the tempo and
fashion pace with different
clothing. The audience responded
with - child-in-a-candystore
fascination, leaving no room for
boredom.
The colors were there with the
sights and sounds as primary reds,
blues and greens became tangerine,
. caramel and mushroom. Common
clothing materials such as cotton
and polyester bit the dust to exotic

He imitates web-mouthed
speakers
against a background of academic
femenine grumblings:
"To P!!SS this class one must clean
the wax out of ones ears;
otherwize arl open schwa
will inverted v resemble.
Beware of the nasalized vowels,
young phonology students;
listen to Harmes utter pure
with a masturbated voice."

• TI1en one day three Aneds came
From the land of Shunigo
(by Dan Scott)
And they took the maiden princess r----------, .----,=--::----,--, 1.:'=-:-::::-"7:::---...,
Off to. the land of Shunigo.
ON YOU~ f\'\1112~S!
&ET 5ET. ..
They kept her not in Shunigo
They kept her at the castle Meho
And she liked it for a while '
At the pretty castle Meho.
The

New

Lucky,'s Pizza ..

The watchglass of eternity
glimmers like refracted water spots
on the wizard's vials
of aphrodisiac liquid.

.. · • · present this coup011
4513 Ceritral NE 256•995)

(by Aristotle Adams)

$1.00 off etny letrge
or medium Pizza or
'Lasagna purchase

EXPERIENCED
INTERVIEWERS
$4.75/HOUR
Seeking Graduate ·Students, or Undergraduates, with experience to carry
out open-ended labor interviews in
Grants, Galloup, and the surrounding
area.
Must have own transportation and be
available to work evenings and wee~·
ends from March 28 through May 31.
Travel costs and per diem expenses
provided.
Contact: Shirley Emin
Bureau of Business and
Economic Research
277·2216

TOO HOT?

COOL IT

When she tired of the castle
The Aneds thought of somewhere
else
Other than her Odoranco.
Ah, yes! They thought of
somewhere else.
They took her to Transacala
TheAneds all agreed it good.
Where lived less strendies and.
vodrisas
And yet, th_ey all agreed it good.

A Cup of Coffe~

John and I stopped into a coffee shop for a cup of coffee. As we wruted
in a booth the waitress came by and instead of giving us menus, she handed us each a leaflet. It contained a call for support, asking all coffee
drinkers to boycott coffee. This reminded me of a firm political stand
Woody Allen once took. He refused to eat grapes for two days. The
waitress returned to take our order.
And the strendies and vodrisas
"A cup of co f..." I began, before glimpsing a pair of brass knuckles on
from the land of Odoranco
her right hand. "I mean, a pot of tea," I co~rected myself. She smiled and
Would see the princess now and checked the tea box on her ticket.
then
"And you?" she asked John.
In the land of Odoranco.
"Coffee."
"Are you sure?" she asked .•
Many times that they would visit
"Yes, I'm sure. I have coffee every morning."
·- The princess at Transacala
She put her fingers in her mouth and whistled. A hulking cook came out
But soon thereafter they forgot
from the kitchen. He wore aT-shirt with MOTHER red lettered across the
That P.rincess at Transacala.
chest.
"This fellow won't cooperate," she said.
And yet those Aneds from Shunigo
"Whasa matta?"
Keep taking princesses away.
"I want coffee."
Oh! Will those Aneds ever stop
"Ya wana knuckle salad?"
Taking the princesses away?
"Listen," I interjected. "1 have a-solution. Bring the coffee, along with
another cup of tea. Let him drink the coffee, just to help the restaurant get
(by Tomas Solo) rid of it. Then, instead of the traditional second cup, he can finish waking
up with the tea."
The waitress and cook agreed silently. He returned to his hash browns
and she brought a cup of coffee. Spring
Each year the marigolds
John and I got so involved in our discussion, with occasional linkages
spread even further
with the higher thought currents, that the people in the nearby tables
and I'm releaved.
changed several times. The waitress continued to refill John's cup so that
If they can come up •
he never had a chance for his second cup. At one point she smiled and
stronger
whispered to me that she had spit in his coffee.
·
after each winter,
After about the tenth cup, his jaws suddenly locked and his eyes
Then surely
changed to coffee beans. I carried him to the phone and called his doctor. I
I'll endure.
explained the symptoms and the doctor said the only antidote was a stiff
glass of water. The waitress and I administered the cure and John was
(by Bob Spiegel) soon moving his limbs and blinking his eyes .. Re mumbled something
about more coffee. The doctor advised he drink no more coffee until he
learned to do without it. We gave him another glass of water and walked
him around until he was ready to face his job. John paid the bill and,
smiling, I spit on her tip.
(by J. Speer)

lip Side's
Weekly Special
We've Got
Relief •••

Keep a Little
Cash On Ice

The Goo.d Life
Is Yours

Do you get hot under the collar when an unexpected bill pops up? •
Find you can't afford those things in life you long for? Like a pool?
New car? Dream vacation? You need relief ... the kind of relief
that a savings account affords you. Even a few dollars a week adds .
up to a tidy sum at the end of a year. Come ih and let us tell you
about our high interest paying savings accounts, and long term
certificates ... real soon!

Album
NOW
349
Abba • "Arrival"
Jeff Beck • "With the Jan
Hammer Group Live"
Fleetwood Mac • "Fleetwood Mac"
Steve Miller • "Fly Like
an Eagle"
Bob Seger • "Night
esa 349
Moves"
Starts 'Thursday
3/24 thru 3/30

Eo.st End of
Corono.do Center

m-F 10-9

So.t 10-6
Sun 12-5

Security Federal Savings & Loan
Across from UNM ·
2828 Central SE 268-3361

Festivol

moires, cashmere and mohair,
Secondhand thinking suffered
the fate of secondhand clothing and
originality ruled the show
presenting rustic blouses, squashy
boots and babushkas.
Much too soon the fantasy and
fabric disappeared and the audience
waited for any future cataloguewishbook dreams.

· Steve Hillage says that most of the world's problems are those of c.ommunication and that music as a universal language, breaks down barners.
Hillage told Rolling Stone: "It might not stop atomic bombs but it would
help if positive, globally related ideas were put over on ~large scale ?Y the
media." He also said he'd like to act as a catalyst for usmg rock mus1c and
technological elec~ronic m usicin a positive, healthy and beneficial way.
Todd Rundgren's "Utopia" is due to· tour 90 cities this spring and the
show promises to be one of his longest an~ most elaborate. The sta~e set, .
which costs nearly $200,000 to assemble, mcludes a 25-foot py~am1d, .an
18-foot sphinx fire jets, water fountains and lasers synchromzed With
digital recordi~g devices. The show will open with video home movies of
the band on a screen that folds itself into the stage.
Rundgren told Rolling Stone that they would be concentrating on
material from their new album, Titled "Ra," and that it was unlikely that
his audiences would be hearing "Hello, It's Me." ]3.undgren said: "I don't
want to give the oldies more significance than they're worth, just because.
people want to hear them."
Gary Wright talks about his spiritual views: "I ~on't want to CC!me off
as a fanatic or a righteous preacher, but the whole mm for me now JS to try
and give love and a feeling of well-being.''
Wright's spiritual side grew out of his friendship with George Harrison,
who introduced him to the writings of Paramahansa Yo)>ananda, author
of Autobiography of a Yogi. Gary to.ld Rolling Stone he meditates daily
beneath a pyramid placed near an altar in his studio. But, he said: ''I don't
force my spiritual trip on anybody ... ! go to bed early ... before concerts I
do yoga ... balance, that's the most important thing."
Singer Ruth Copeland has been working with her old friend, Sly Stone,
on a rock opera titled "Samson Jones." Copeland says the'idea is hers and
she and Sly will do the lyrics and round up all the artists. They're currently
.
talking with Bobby Womack and the Shirelles. · .
Copeland has also been trying out for the lead role m Pearl, a mov1e version of the life of Janis Joplin. But, she told Rolling Stone recently that the
film has been stalled.

ASUN.M/PEC
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El Paso Friends of Folk Music
will present' California to the New
York Island, a cantata of Woody
Guthrie songs, in El Paso's
Memorial Theater on Wednesday,
April 13 at 8 p. m,
Featured performers will be
Allen Damron, noted folksinger
from Austin, and Matt Jennings,
who once played in a string band
with Woody in Pampa, Texas, on
fiddle.
The proceeds from the event will
go to the Committee to Combat
Huntington's Disease. Woody died
of this illness in 1967, and his two
oldest children are now afflicted
with it.
All seats are reseryed ($2) and
may be purchased in advance by
mailing a stamped, self-addressed
envelop to FRIENDS OF FOLK
MUSIC, 10541 Janway, El Paso,
Tx. 79925,

Bunting Book
Recetves Awa.rd
Early Ardrirecrure in New
Mexico, written by Bainbridge
Bunting, professor of art, and
designed by Dan UNSMtouffer,
production director at
Press,
has been selected as a11 "outstan(ling Southern book of 1976"
by the Southeastern Library
Association's Southern Books
Competition.
The annual competition involved
120 entries from 45 publishers
located throughout the South
including 16 slates, the District of
Columbia and Puerto Rico. Sixteen
university presses, five prJ vate
presses,
four
institutional
publishers, 12 trade publishers and
eight specialty publishers submitted
books in the competition. Twentythree books out of the 120 entered
were honored.
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MEMO:
TO YOUNG PHOTOGRAPHERS
<>

SUBJECT:
TURNING YOUR CAMERA INWARD
When We talk of "turning your camera
inward,'~ we do not mean self-portraits. We
want to see publishable photographs that
show (without the need of words) what is
'l!tfsti'nctive about your college, your
relationships or any other areas of your life.

·-

In The Student Un$-on Building

~~~~--~~---------------·
Friday,
Mareh 25
Classical Guitarist

IIIIIIIYift
At 7:30p.m.
Then hear Salsa, Rock, and Soul

CAlCUli
9, p.m. to 1.2:30

Saturday, Mareh 26
•

·

Classical Guitarist

1 111Yift
II
\
At 7:30p.m.
then, one of the city's BEST

!UDJLLII
Rock from 9 p.m. to 1.2:30

What are the pictures of the 1970's?
We are planning a Special Report of LIFE
describing the way young people live in
the 1970's.
If you have good photographs taken this
school year or feel you can make a revealing
contribution by May, write as soon as
possible to Radio City Box 624 New York,
N.Y. 10019 and we will send you details.
•

Check Out The Menlt
at the
DELI-BAR
Admission.
UNM Students (Plus One Guest) wit~ ID 50"'

Special Report

Public Sl_ 50
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Football Turf Performs Well in 1st Year
By Tom Kensler
pumice below the sod, which
Athletic administrators, Lobo facilitates drainage while providing
football coaches, trainers, and a firm media for the roots strucplayers agree that the performance ture. Below this media lies a
of the Hy-Piay turf system has been complex arrangement of plastic
more than satisfactory in its initial pipes which transport excessive
year at University Stadium and drainage away from the playing
predict outstanding results. for area, In a separate system, elecfuture gtid iron seasons.
tronic sensors automatically water
and fertilize the sod which was
"It's the best field we played on procured from the Moriarty area.
last year. We played on several
different types, including AstroAlthough the roots had only
turf," said Head Football Coach penetrated two inches rather than
Bill Mondt. "And with this type of the desired four or five inches when
system it should be even better next the season opened, Associate
season," he said.
Finance Director Bob DoBe)l of the
athletic department said the field
The Hy-Play turf system was "weathered mqch better than the
installed in the stadium last summer previous year,'' but that it'~ a little
after the UNM Board of Regents premature to evaluate the total
loaned $175,000 in trust funds to performance of the Hy-Play
the Lobo Club, to be financed in six system,
payments at six per cent interest.
The key to the system is an
elaborate combination of sands,
chopped bark, peat moss, and

Vespa Scooter

(motorized bicycle)

·'

... for low-cost transportation
(up to 100 mpg) and fun too!

JOE HEASTON MOTOR CO.

1410 Second NW
Phone 247-2404

Albuquerque J>ublic Schools will he closed Atuii4--April 9 for
Spring Break.
Student/Stuff I'a rents interested in supervision for their ~choo~
age children, grades I through .4 (luring this bre"iikpleasc call
277-5528 and ask for Tom Wmiams.
There will be a meeting April2 at 10:00 a.m. in the Child Care
Co-op, Mesa Vista North, to arrange this service.
l'rogram activities will he designed and discussed to meet the
specific needs of the parents enrolling children.

A minimum of 20 children must be enrolled to guarantee
this program.

f3::

much of the field required reseeding
and resodding, but :Hy-Play
"should rejuvenate itself, saving us
a lot of money," DoBell said.
Because of the depth of the root
system, the new turf. is nearly as
durable as synthetic surfaces.
"You're actually playing on the
roots structure. You can knock off
the top layer of sod and not affect
play," said Mondt.
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Both Mondt and assistant trainer
Larry Willock agreed that there
were Jess injuries than in the
turfs. Veteran running back- previous year. "Most of the time
cornerback Smokey Turman our injuries come on the practice
concludes, "It's a Jot faster and field which is not the :Hy-Play
turf,'' Willock saia. He said there is
gives better footing than the other a growing preference for natural
field. It's the best one I've ever versus artificial turf because the
played on."
latter causes rug burns and joint
,.
injuries when cleats get caught in
the seams.
Record-setting receiver Preston
Dennard likes it for another
quality. "It's soft all the way
It is difficult to completely
through like there is a sponge under evaluate the Hy-Piay turf since
it, making it good to jump off since none of the last year's games were
it's kinda springy."
played in inclement weather. But it
a8pears that from the data already
in, the new turf may in fact be as
Another benefit of the turf's "re'-:olutionary" as its company
evenness .is the apparent reduction advertises.

0
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NATIONWIDE

BIG SAVINGS ON HI·FI, RADIOS,· CALCULATORS,
TAPE/RADIO SYSTEMS AND TURNTABLES!

Save$60
SaVe $1 00 ·+

Philips Imports.
Because excellence is priceless.

UNM Head Basketball Coach
Norm Ellenberger will be
recommended by UNM President
· William E. Davis to receive a threeyear extension on his contract.

"'
RACHMANINOV
Piano Concertos 1& 2
TA~As VASARY
'
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Recore
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Varsity
Barber· Shop

Central & Richmond
Long !ltiiiCtll-. S+.:10
Styling 87.00

266-4111
Hola·l·t Gill

§
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~
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S
Hours - Tuesday thru
S
:
Saturday, 8:30 to 5:30
§
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Coronado Center
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AUTO TURNTABLE

.Reg. 29995

19995
·

·.

6-CHANNEL
MOBILE
CB
Reg.

Reg.
19995

139~~

79.95

• Realistic 6-Channel TRC-11 Radio
. • Switl:'hable ANL, Auto Gain Control

4!~~

Save 10Reg-7995

AM·FM
STEREO
RADIO
SYSJEM!

RADIO SHACK
MEMORY CALCULATOR
• Easy-to-Read Fluorescent Display
• Auto-Constant, %, Square Root Key
• Batteries Included ~ .3-Way Power

ULTRA·SLIM
CALCULATOR
·Reg.

2995

19~~~

• large Fluorescent
Display
• Auta"Constant,
%, Square Root
key

65-622 & 65·623 INCLUDE AC ADAPTER/CHARGER, CARRY CASE!
'

Save s2o

I

Saves1o

69!~

Realistic "Modutette" compact 3-piece AM-FM .
Stereo with big hi-fi sound! Inputs for changer and
tape player. Phone jack. Tone control. Only at
Radio Shack!

}

Saves1o

• Ready to Use On One Channel, Add
Ctysta/s for ANY of Five More Channels

\

Realistic-Miracord-46 is made with
orecise European craftsmanshlo.
l34.95-value Realistic-by -·Shure
cartridge, massive 12" platter,
cue/pause, pitch control, plus
walnut veneer base and a 30%
discount!

I

Reg. 2495

/

'I

.'

rrJJ~5~

,a'
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'

'

Reg.

3495

24!~~

• Similar to
Above Plus
4-Key Memoty
• Parenthesis
Keys

RADIO SHACK'S 1977 PRICES ARE ON AVERAGE WITHIN 1% OF OUR OW 1975 PRICES!

s

There are petitions circulating
around Albuquerque calling for t.he
-=; firing of Ellenberger as head coach.

REALISTIC® RECORDER
RADIO SYSTEM BARGAIN!

Enjoy ev.en more savin.gs by recording
your own S-track cartndges from any
source. Come in today! w/o Tape 13·1195

There are rumors that Billy Reid
and Wil Smiley will not be playing
for the Lobos next season.

After a walk-out by six blacks at
Ellenberger has one year to go on the end of the 1975-76 season the
his current contr,act.
Lobos under Ellenberger posted a
liD\1111 II in II II III 11111111111111111111111111111 II ill! 1111!.'£ 19-11 record during the 1976-77
season.

FAMOUS GERMAN

• 8-Track Recorder/Player • Two Speaker Systems
• AM-FM Stereo Receiver • 3-Speed Auto-changer

The UNM men's and women's track meets which were scheduled for
last night in University Stadium were cancelled because of bad weather.
The meet will be held tomorrow in University Stadium with field events
·
beginning at I :30 p.m. and the running events starting at 2 p.m.
The men will be competing against the University of Tennessee. The
women were scheduled to run against local AAU runners but are not sure
who they will run against today. They Will, however, be competing today.

Norm Will Receive
New 3-Year Pact

~
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Track Meets Cancelled
But Will Be Run Today
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Guard Michael Cooper took the
two major awards at the UNM
Basketball Awards Banquet
Tuesday night at the Four Seasons.
Cooper won the Most Valuable
Player award and was named
UNM's top defensive player.
A trophy was presented to
Cooper as UNM's leading free
throw ~hooter 'tluting the season.
Marvin Johnson and Cooper
were named co-captains for next
season by UNM Head Basketball
Coach Norm Ellenberger.
. .'Junior Steye Davis won two
· "awards. For instilling the greatest
spirit and unselfish devotion to the
tean1 Davis won the Lobo Club
Award, As the outstanding New
Mexico product Davis won the Zia
Award.
Seniors Dan Davis and Dave
Otero were presented rings by the
Lobo Club. Also presented a ring
was team manager Mark Villareal.
Coo.per was a first-team AllWestern Athletic Conference
Lobo Michael Cooper is fouled as he puts up a layup
selection · in his first season at
against Portland State.
UNM.

Major
in
the
Classics
·
On Sale March 21-27
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Cooper Receives Major Awards
At UNM Basketball -Rr~nn11At
. .....,. """" ...
~

, .. for more fun with great mlieage
(up to 160 mpg) out of life!

"

~10

in injuries. Iron-man running back
Mike Williams notices, "I wasn't as
sore after the home games."
Dennard said he felt there were less
twisted-ankle injuries.

:He said that the real savings of
the new turf will show up during the
The Hy-Play turf tends to remain.
growing season. In past years, more even throughout the course of
a game than conventional natural

REALLY ECONOMICAL TRANSPORTATION
Vespa Ciao mo-ped

l

Those 1wo ctOdil cllirds aut
honored 111

Jn~rllc::lpa!in'il

Radio

Shack stores. Other c:rodll

planS may abo bo available,
OeUaihi at ~our n~-ai"by Slore.

'-----~

l! A TANOY CORPORATiON

COMPANY

2930 Central SE at Triangle·
256-9329

Most items olso .'!1\o'l!lllsble
el Radio Shack Dealers.

Look for this sian
in youl" nef&:hborl"lood.

PRICES MAY VARY AT INDIVIDUAL STORES

't?~~o:~•e (800) 325-4867
or

see

your lra11e1 agent

@ Un;fravel Charter$ ·~
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UNM Nips Highlands For Win
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By Tom Kensler
The grueling schedule may have
caught up with the UNM baseball
team as the sluggish Lobos servived
New Mexico Highlands, 7-6, and
then were saved from an apparent
loss to Texas Tech by a thunderstorm Wednesday afternoon at
Lobo Field.
The Lobos, who have played 16
games in nine days, were down 6-3
after four innings when the skies
turned black, and the home-plate
umpire called the game. The Texas

Po<

Tech bench jeered at both the
umpires and Lobo bench, feeling
that the game could have been
continued for another inning, ,
which would have made it official.
But minutes later the clouds opened
and the field was drenched.
In the opener, Highlands, which
had been trounced 18-5 by Tech
earlier il) the day, t'?ok a surprising
3-0 lead in the first inning, The first
three Cowboy batters reachad base
and later scored as Lobo starter
Craig Steiner had control problems,

Thursday
Land Without Bread

D~1h I

•

Los Olivdados
Two Films b,y Luis Bunnel

Ftlday
Two Daughters
b,y

So.t,yjit Ro.,y
Admission $1.00
Show Times 7:00 o.nd 9:15p.m.

Sub Theo.ter ·

,.••••••••••••••••.,

: complete :
•:
•
range . :
i of materials i
! for the artist i

. Sports·

Rotes: 15 cents per word per Jollo one dollar mlnlinum. vertfsements tun five or more consecutive doys with no <n•an:9 o:s,
11
nine cents per word per doy (no refunds If cancelled before five Insertions). Classified odvertf•ements must be pold In odvonce.
mo11on Holl. Room 105 or by moll to: Classified Advertising, UNm
Sox 20, Albuquerque, Nm 87131.

and was lifted in favor of Mat
Mahaffey after pitching to only five
hitters.
·Mahaffey
squelched
the
Highlands rally by fanning Eleazar
Vasquez and forcing Mike Roybal
to ground out.

Rolls, pads &

•
•

•

II
II

Drawing pencils I Charcoal I Sprays
Shlva I Dana I Grumbacher
Winsor & Newton paints
Llqultex acrylic paints & mediums
Designers gouache & Watercolors
Or Martins&- Steig Dyes
Rembrandt pastels

•

i

:~heels o• papers

Stretched canvasses & panels

CONTACTS?? CASEY .OPTICAL Company, 2!5,58736, tfn
PASSPORT, IMMIGRATION, I+D. photos~
prices in town, Fast, pleasing. Call 26~-2444 or com~
to 1717 Girard Blvd. NE. · tfn
A LIMITED number of back issues of the LOBO are
allailable for 10 cents a copy in room J31, Marrou
Hall,

•

ENGINEER!NO JUNIORS INTERESTED in $500 a
month during their senior year call Gene Henderson
at 766-2335 or write Navy Nuclear Powe: Programs
Officer, P.O•.Box 8667, Albuquerque, New Mex.ico
87108. 4/21
WANTED: -PITCHER, 1-A fast pitch. Men's City
League. 842-1.999. 3/2.8
THERE WILL BE a ineeting of UNM's Circle K
Clllb, Monday, March 28, at 7:30 p.m. in room 231
A, SUB. Interested parties are _invited to at-

tend.

CAl·ART [ffiWlli~[[lg) •

COMMERCIAl ART SUPPLIES llETRASET I FORMATT I CHARTPAK
ART~ CRAFT SUPPU~SIDRAFTING SUPPLIES I PICTIJHE FRAMING
2510 CENTRAl AVENUE, S.E. ALBUQUERQUE, N.M. 87108, 255-3733

Robert Ford, a premier collegiate·
flanker at the University of
Houston in the early 1970's, has
been naqied the new receiver coach
at the University of New Mexico.

WILL BUY PAPERBACK BOOKS. Will pick up 25
books or more. Call255-9175 after6 p.m. 4/1
TEACHER BACK tQ UNM for recertification. Will
watch nice hQme this summer. Call Belinda, 8647236: office, 864-7460, 4/6

WANTED: help In paying for "Go home New
Yorkers" billboard. Pennies, dimes, nickels. 2776420. ~/28
'
SOME OP THE BEST people I know are from New
York. 3128
YOU KNOW, this ~;auld Aet vlolrnt!

Lost & found

L ••••••••••••••••
ACROSS FROM JOHNSON GYM

FOUND: KEY near Yale Park, 3/7/77. Identify &
claim, rm. 131, Marron Hall. 3/24
LOST: CHROME CROSS Pencil. 243-o4!i2 after

5. 3/25

FOUND: WOMAN'S WATCH, Yale & Central,
rri.. 131, Marron
Hall. ~128

3/JI/77, Describe & claim,

installing a new defense, a 4-3, to trying to select his best 22 players as
replace the 5·2 they used last year. starters. During practice some
They will also basically ,use .a zone- players will be shifted to other
pass defense. Mondt said, "The positions to get the best players on
basic coverage will be quite a lot the field.
different from last year."
Mandt said that during the
The Lobos, who were 4-7 last
practices they will try to "make· season, wiJJ have four new assistant
everybody a good fundamental football coaches working with them
ballplayer." Mondt said he will be this spring.
·

Ford spent last season as the
receiver coach at Western Illinois
University at Macomb, II. He haa
spent the previous two seasons as
an assistant at Saginaw, Mich.,
High School. Ford graduated from
Houston in 1973 and spent the next
year at Western Illinois as a
graduate assistant while earning his
master's degree.

"We're very fortunate and
pleased to have been able to land
Robert for our staff," Head Coach
Bill Mondt said in making the
announcement.
"We
were
especially lucky to get a man of his
caliber since we had to go out
Ford's top pupil on the 7-3 WIU
looking so late. He'll be on the job squad of 1976 was tight end Scott
today-just in time for our spring Levenhagen, a first-team Little Alldrills which begin this Friday."
America pick by the Associated

3128

PARTY7 DANCE? Need a Deejay, Sound System,
lights? I got what you need! Contact "Disco Joe/'
344-575!5, Spread the word, "Disco is here!" 3/24
PAT HAPPY BIRTHDAY you're legal now,
How does it feel? TMBS, 3/~

LOST: Feb 17; .short-hair, grey,
1999, 3/22

LOST: WIREFRAME GLASSES, Johnson Gym

HUSTLER

"Sex·crazed mermaid Terri Hall
gives the best deep throat ever."
PlAYBOY

Services
LSAT·MCAT EXAMS. Prepare now. Call
Professional Educators of New Mexico, Inc, .842·
5200. tfn:
BARRY'S ELECTRONIC REPAIR, 206 San Pedro
S.E., 265-0335. Color TV's, tape decks, stereo,
amplifiers, auto radios. Install burglar alarms. lOIIl'tt
discount for students with ID'.s. Quick serVice. Used
TV's f(lr sale. 4/29
TYPING, 1ST QUALITY, 883-7787.
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LEARN WHilE EARNING. $400,00 monthly~ part•
time. Full-time during summer. Cull 294~2064. 1-3
p.m. 3/24

DUE TO

TEACHERS al nil levels. Foreign and Domestic
Tc11,chers, Box 1063, Vancouver, Wnshlngton
98Wl. 3/30

warranty, .1977 model.
month. 2~$-7.53$, 3/28

'72 J...AND CRUISER, $3700.00. Water bed, $25.00.
6SQ Bonneville, $450,00, 34S·6J38, 3/28

4/6

TYPING, EDITING. Call Kim: 266-9037. 4/B
NEED HELP? Jl,esearch, revision, editing, typing.

1970 VW BEETLE. Must see to appreclme, Make
reasonable offer, 2?6-3481, 3/25
'

281-~001,

WINTER CLEARANCE! Sweaters as low as $3.50;
shirts, S!i.OOi blouses, $3,'50 or 3 r6r $10.00i men'.s

~/25

IT TAKES 8 WEBK~ to reach fluency In French, 14
to achieve Fren~:h University level (IS-20 U.S.
Credits) in total immersion ln France. 30 hour.:> of
Audio-visual and programmed instruction a week,
family Jiving. Open to determined beginners and
near-beginners, year roU{ld. Normandy, Paris, Nice.
Call 821.0388, meeting to be arranged by director. 3/2!5
EXPERTTYPlNG,266-4l67, ~/25
AUTO REPAIR~ Import specialist, American repair
available. 205 Stanford Alley. 255-3180, 3/28
NEED SOMETHING TYPED? Call Lynn, 266·
0760. 4/l

for Sale

socks, 39 cents. At California Fashion Outlet, 2318
CentralS,E,, across from campus. 266-6872. 3/30

For Rent
BEST UNIVERSlTY APARTMENTS. Furnished
'efficiency and one-bedrooms, 208-9 Colmnbia S.E.
Sl40,00-$180,00, bills paid. Call255-2685. 415
FURNISHED 2-BEDROOM APARTMENT . .New
shag carpeting, di~hwasher. Walk UNM; TVJ.
$230.00. 247·1854, 84~-76~2. 3/29
COZY NEW EFFICIENCY UNITS available now!
Complete kitchens, lovely furniture, Utilities paid by
landlord. For ha.ssle-fra~ ~1 ving,.ce,ll Tom Terrill Real
Estate Co. 266-1997. 3/ J.j

'NEW SHIPMENT of 150 Bertin bicycles-plus,
many FrenctJ accessories, Some used bicycles. R.C.
Hal!ctt's, 843-9378. tfn

WANTED: FEMALE ROOMMATE to share new
lwo-bedroom apartment for $87.50. Call344--2025 or .
266-2440. ~/24

'20 PORTABLE TV's: $30.00 to $60.00. 441

ROOMMATE WANTED for luxury apartment., 294?462. 3/~0

255-5987.

3/24

of
Charlie Romero, 2945
6901. 4/29

Wyoming NE.
.

sets.
293-

RCA MARK 8 stereo tape player & speakers. Mike at
277-2157. 3/24
LESLIE MODEL 60 speakers and amp; 1944 D-18
Martin Guitar, 266-4!567. .312S
1967 VW FASTBACK. Good condition. $800,00.
877-3899. 3/2S
WATER BED: moving, must sell. Complete super
single, $.55.00. 299-1938. 3/28
SINGER MACHINE: Sewing machine, not claimed.
Equipped to buttonhole, zig-za.g. Pay $19.00 and take
machine. 2!55-7535. 3/28
MOVINO. MUST SELL. Two excellent Yamaha 250
MX 's. $400.00-$600.00. 345·6138, 265-6139. 3128
REPOSSESSED SONY. Big screen Trinatron color
TV, take over payments of $9.00 monthly till balance
Is paid off. 255-7!535. 3/28 .

Employment
OVERSEAS JOBS summer/year-round. Europe,
S. America, Australia, Asia, etc. All fields, $500,00*
$1200.00 monthly. Expenses paid, sightseeing. Free
inform.~ Write: International Job Center, Dept. NB,
Box4490, Berkeley, CA 94704. 3/2!5
PART TIMB HELP WANTED: Sales derk &
stocking. Must b~ over 21, gradu~;~te students only.
Apply In perSon, no phone calls. Sa,ve-Way Liquor
Store, !5704 Lomas Blvd, NE. 3/2S
WE NEED SOMEONE thal is- a senior journal~sm
student or .working toward a master's degree in the
same field to collaborate on the writing of a book.
Details discussc:d with appointment. Call 821-3089
aftcr6:00 p.m. 3/25

~$;;;200;;,.;;00~\~V;;EE;;.;K~L~Y;;:,-::st~ur'"o::ng:-:e::nv:::e;:lo::pes::-:;al::re::ad;::y
stamped and addressed. Free supplies, Send selraddressed stamped envelope to: Diversilied, 1206
Camden Drive, Richmo~VA 23229. 31?J..._

·r-._.*---·----·---._..____
---·
\ The Baha'I Faith Teaches:
~

~~

1
I

Life In man shoul.d be like a flame,
warming all wl~h whom It comes In
contact."

-\...... for lnf0rmation·Write: Orthodox Baha'i Faith
!
Box 4445
~
Albuquerque, New mexico

l

~
~

~

Tro.vel
EUROPCIWOR.l..-DWIDil ilcildemic dlscc.unu )'ejll :::
round, S.A.T.A., 4228 l"illt, Tucker, OA 30084, "'
(800) 241-!1082,

::z

J/30

...~

s

miscellaneous

~

S'l1JDENTS: lca.ving for the summer and want 10
kccm your house or apnnm~n~ for next fall? I n~d ~
place for sununcr mohlhs only, Call 877-0l77 nfter 5

p.m. )129

TGDAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE
UNITED Feature Syndicate
YESTERDAY'S I'UZZ!.E
ACROSS
entrance
58 "Fiddler-·
II~AC:.
IOC>.$ fl.e>T"'
1 Room to
.........
It" L I 1<1 f[ L &. f1 f[ .L OT
swing····
82 Green as
j!tJOH
10:10 ATIIU:
5 Kind of pop
grass
All!!. ITOOI'IDOY•It
9 Uncontrollable 63 Crew
tSJ r ,. '-A V' -.~~ "-~ e
14 Alcoholmember
Hfi..C;L.oO.T,lG
prpduclng
64 Railroad
A
C
If
If
H A I<I.T It I 0
m1xture
beam· 2
.. D A 1>1· C: It 4 2'. Yll II I' It II!
word;
15Like falling
fi&.O
lfiPE'..clt .. l '
off····
66 Lacking
OI'I'.MITS.IIol
16 Chew
Interest
ITo I'-~ A" I I T S
s'?enery
67 Domestic
Olf'oliTAT'IoH.I'Itfl'
17 Al1mentary
slave.of old
o""""" Joso
can~ I
68 God of
FOC/ol,
ru&.p AC:AI
portoon
thunder
li':..i.t:.J,
S
..J..I
If. i
' I I' 0
19 Western.
69 Detests
U.S. capital
70 Perform
12 Account
46 Two hearts
20 Ermine .
again
entry
that beat··
21 Profession
71 Japanese 13 Paper size
23 Separated
coins
18 Take
4 7 Oppressive
25 Surprise
without
rulers
attacks
right
DOWN
49
Title
of
26 Grain
22 Pointed end
honor
spikes
1 As good as 24 Small drink 52·····
28 Unusually
a mile: 2 27 Tobacco
Canada:
small thing:
words
pipe part
Now
Informal
2 Poem
29 Pliable
Quebec
32 Fraud
division
metal
53 Unbound
37 Golf shot
3 John Jacob
strand
55lenth
part
38 Sing without
··---:U.S. 30 At any lime 56 Par----·: By
wards
capitalist 31 Fish
air mall
39 Fruit
4 Actor's
• 32 Lamb or
57
Looks
41 Unitof
milieu
Chaplin:
obliquely
magnetic
5 Jazz
Abbr.
58
Upright:
effect
devotee
33 Pain
Prefix
42 Bouquet
6 Smelly
34 Roman god 59 Ibsen's Mrs
45 Tigers,
7 Solitary
35 Neighbor of
Helmer
sharks, etc.
pefson
Miss.
60
Mock
48 Valuable
8 Star In
36 No part
61 Affectionate
fiddles
Centaurus 40 Lowest
65 ••• juvante:
50 Facile
9 Dwelt
range !Ide
With God's
51 Dispirit
10 Saver
43 Cutting tool
help
54 Means of
11 Fast·~ner 44 Sticks
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Charter to Europe
2 to 9 weeks • From $379
eeks guided European Tour
Inclusive $560.plus flight
-~"""'
Hurry for the few spaces left

Press.

canarwrlio INTERTOUR
1308 Don Diego
Santa Fe, NM 87501
505-983-8534

While at Houston, Ford caught
58 passes for 869 yards in his
career, good for the sixth-place spot
on the all-time Cougar receiving
list.
He missed six games of the 1971
season with knee surgery, but
returned the next year to catch 35
aerials for 538 yards and four
touchdowns as well as leading the
team in kickoff returns with a 23.6
return average and punt returns
with a 10.3-yard average.

;'·

Ne\N Mexico
D~ily Laba
Classified Advertising Rates
15c per word per day, $1.00 minimum charoe.
5 or more consecutive timesge per word per day.
Terms: Cash in advance.

After his senior season, Ford was
inducted into the Collegiate Hall of
Fame for Academics and Athletics
and was also named Houston's
Black Athlete of the Year for 197273.

'

Huey is the fourth assistant
football coach to resign since. the
·
end of the 1976 season,

'

~-' ~·

Marron Hall. 3/29

Ford will replace Gene Huey,
who quit last week to. become wide
receiver coach at the University of
Nebraska.
·

'

c,

FOUND: RING. 3rd floor Zimmerman ladies
restroom, 3/21177. D~:Scribe & claim rm. l3J,

Ford was called one of the fastest
players ever to play at Houston and
his 4.2 time in the 40 gave good
credence to that claim. He is one of
only four players to catch a 99-yard
scoring pass for an NCAA record
and Ford did it twice, in 1970
against Syracuse and again in 1972
against San Diego State.
"A class·A parody of 'JAWS'...
Slde·spliHing absurdity abounds...

fcrtmle tiger cat. 842-

J.1'Ueh"S loH:hrOC>rh: Cf99-SJ9S: 3J28"~

Mondt Picks.New Football Coach:
Ford. To Coach Wide Receivers

•.

4/6

PARTY! Our sound system booked so fast in
December we're doing it again I Frats, Sors, special
rate. We supply everything, call266-Q23S. 4/4

Spring Football Practice Starts
The Lobos will open spring
football practice Friday afternoon
at four o'clock.
Head Football Coach Bill Mondt
will have about 80 players at the
spring drills. The Lobos will
practice four days a week,
scrimmaging every Wednesday
night.
During practice the Lobos will be

TFN

NONSMOKERS CLUB1897-0I~I.

But Mike Delmonico's hit
traveled about 370 feet for the first
Lobo grandslam home run of the
year. Delmonico justified his role as
cleanup hitter by driving in Aaron
Lobo John Konitzer beats out an infield single.
Cain, who was hit in the arm by
McShay's first pitch, and Kyle
Mahaffey was cruising along,
Rutledge and Steve Muccio who having set down eight straight to 18-7 with the victory, while
Highlands, which out-hit UNM 6-3,
had walked.
Highlands batters, when Ron dropped to 3-13.
The fifth UNM run was scored Neidzweiski banged a seemingly
by third-baseman John Konitzer . harmless single with two down in
Although possibly saving the
who walked, stole second, took the fourth .. But a wild pitch, a walk, Lobos from defeat, the 5:30 rainout
third on a fly ball to right, and an error and a clutch base hit by of the Tech game did erase triples
streaked home on a Walt Arnold Manuel Rivera gave the Cowboys by Bartell and DeLao, and a
two big runs; knotting the score at towering home run by Kyle
ground out to first.
six-all.
·
Highlands · took advantage of
Rutledge.
errors by second-baseman Art
Muccio scored the go-ahead run
DeLao and catcher Bob Bartell to
for the Lobos in the bottom of the
The Lobos will play a split
get back a run in the second, but the
doubleheader tomorrow, facing
on
a
wild
pitch,
after
having
fourth
Lobos returned the favor in the
base on the Cowboys' New Mexico Highlands at 3 p.m. at
third as Delmonico was aided to reached
the Lobo Field, and Texas Tech
fourth error of the contest.
two Cowboy miscues in scoring the
under
the lights at 7 p.m. ai the
sixth UNM run.
The Lobos increase(! their record Sports Stadium.

•

KAITANA J.C,C, SUMMER DAY CAMP in
Manwnos: now Interviewing A&C, l'latUJc, c~:omp
craft, mu$lc, d11ncc, water $U(ety, recreation
spec-ialists, & counselors, Salaries compethlve, 'Rob
Et!gson, 25~·3644, after 6 p.m. 3/29

AKC LABRADORS: (yellqw) beautiful, Intelligent,
field quality, 842-9729., 3/29

PersonGis

•

II
II

CIClssifieds

obo

The Lobos took advantage of
Cowboy starter Frank McShay's
.wildness to come back with five
runs, in the bottom half of the
inning. ·

And

CO~LEGE STUDENTS, PART TIME. Earn SIO.OO
per hour as nn AmerlcM Youth Entc:rprl$1:! Der~lcr.
Win SJ,9SO.OQ In bonds, Write Fr«i Novak, Dept. L;JS, J70l Ellis Ave., Laur~l Srnings, N.J.
08021. 3/28

Want Ads say it
in a Big WayU

Please place the following classified advertisement in the Ne~ Mex.ico Daily ~obo
______ times .beginning
. , under the headong (crrcle 9rre). 1.
Personals; 2. Lost & Found; 3. Services; 4. For Rent; 5. For Sale; 6. Employment;
7. Miscelfaneous.

Marron Hall, Room 105
Mail To:
UNM Box 20, University of !'lew Mexico
·Aibuqu.erque, New Mex1co 87131
.
Enclosed $ "~- ···- __ Placed by ~-~·--·--------~-.---Telephone.· ----.. ---.--
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Hollow Walls
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Test New Use
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Of Solar Energy

By Tim Higgins
A structure designed to test a new way of
using solar energy to heat and cool
buildings is expected to be completed this
spring near UNM's School of Architecture
and Planning,
The south and west walls of the 8 by 12
by 10 foot structure will be h.ollow ventilating and conducting walls which were
designed by Wybe VanderMeer, a UNM
associate professor fn architecture.
Van der Meer's walls, or "Vermeer
walls,'~ are covered on . the outside with
dark-colored metal skins, and have rigid
aluminum on the inside. The walls have
vents near the floor that open only to the
inside of the building, and vents near the
0
ceiling that open both to the inside and to
the outside. There is also an opening to th.e
outside in the north wall of the experimental building.
In cold wea.ther, tl:ie vents which open to
the outside, are closed. The sun heats the
dark outer skin of the Vermeer .walls, and
produces a chimney effect which pulls air
from the floor of the building through the
lower vent and into the wall. The air is
heated as it rises up along the skin until it
moves back. into the room, through the
uppervent.
.
In hot weather, the vents on the outside·
arc opened, and the inner vent near the
ceiling is closed. An evaporative pad
consisting of wet, fibrous material, is
placed in the opening in the north wall. The .
chimney effect of the Vermeer walls· is
designed to pull air into the room through
the cooling pad, Hot air rising inside the

walls is discharged to the outside through
the upper vent.
Van der Meer said a.Ithough the design
would not be tested until the building was
completed, he is confident that it will work.
He demonstrated' the building's operation
by exhaling cigarette smoke which entered
the wail through the lower vent and could
be seen leaving through the upper vent.
VanderMeer said he first thought of the
design about a year ago. ae added that the
only similar design he knew of was called a
"Trombie Wa!I." The Trombie Wall, Van
Der M~er said, was not a ventilating wall
and was much heaviertqan a Vermeer wall.
The Trombie Wall is made of standard
construction materials, mostly wood and
metal.
The experimental building, which is just
·east of the architecture building on Central,
was begun in October by students in a
building technology class lab. "It gave
them experience in actually putting a
building together," VanderMeer said.
Finishing the building is now the job of
tw9 architecture graduate students, John
~alis and Frank Nadeau.
· Materials for the building, which cost
from $1200-$1500, were obtained by
building suppliers and were leftover
materials from another project. They were
bought with funds from the School of
Architecture and Planning. "It's ·reaily
kind of a scrounge building," Van der
Meersaid.
lf the Vermeer wall concept proves to be
feasible, its use could help cut costs of
construction and fuel Gonsumption.

.

John Balis
architecture
dents working
tion of the
structure.

is one of two
graduate stu·
on the compte·
experimental

Views Remain Unchanged

Gay Community Fights Society's Prejudice

·~.

and
physically
By Lynne Moyer
adhere to some of society's inherent emotionally
satisfying
but
said
he
is
too young
There are state laws against it. roles and become either strongly
Orthodox religions say it is a sin. male or female oriented, Cheryl to settle into a permanent
relationship at this time.
Society either condemns or ignores said.
~<But I know many men who·
A major problem gays face is
it.
It is homosexuality and having to keep their love have been together five or six years,
lesbial).isrn.
relationships to themselves, she and one couple who have been
Although
many
early said.
together over 20 years," David
civilizations were liberal in their
"There is so much subtle bigotry said.
David was in the eighth grade
views on homosexuality, the in society's attitude toward gays, "
modern Judea-Christian culture Cheryl said, explaining that many when realized he was gay. "I found
has tried to regulate, outlaw and
obliterate it.
Society believes it is becoming
more liberal .in its treatment of
Although society believes it is b"ecoming more
gays, but the facts show otherwise.
liberal in its treatment of homosexuals, the facts ap·
Until July 1975 in New Mexico,
pear
to show otherwise. LeslJians in Albuquerqu~ conhomosexual relationships between
tiiJ,ue to face harassment, stereotyping and ostracism.
mutually consenting adults were
against the law,
Patrons of Albuquerque and
Santa Fe gay bars are regularly
harassed by people who wait people claim to be liberal toward I was physically attracted to men;
outside the bars and recently one homosexuality when they are ac- women just didn't appeal to me."
"Coming out" or admitting to
man was shot in the hand while tually .appalled by it.
1
'Liberalism is even more in- society that you are gay poses a
entering an Albuquerque gay bar.
On the UNM campus, gay co-op sidious-you carl't get at the problem because parents think their
information posters are torn down bigotry," she said, because it is children are sick and force
covered up.
psychiatric help, and former friends
·as fast as they are put up.
Homosexual men seem to have a
These are typical cases of
• 'homophobia", or the fear harder time adjusting to society, never
said. speak to you again, David·
1
"straight" people in society have Cheryl said. They are labeled
' 1 never felt I was sick. I just had
for the gay community, said "fags" and viewed with disgust, to learn to put up~with the garbage
while lesbians are usually treated from other people," David said.
Cheryl.
more
leniently.
Cheryl and David both feel that
Cheryl is a 27-year-old lesbian
''Society
and men in general have people are born bisc:xual and our
liVing in Albuquerque who was
exclusively heterosexual until five a tendency not to take lesbians
years ago when she fell in love with seriously,'' she said, explaining that
straight men usually accept her
a woman.
Cheryl said she had experienced sexual prefP.rences while they
heterosexual relationships, in- cannot accept another man's
cluding being engaged an~ living homosexuality.
"Straight men feel threatened by
with a man for a year, but found
us.
They are afraid," said David, a
that they did not give her enough
21-year-old
member
of
emotional and sexual satisfaction.
Albuquerque's
gay
community.
"The men I dated weren't as
aware of my sexual needs," Cheryl "They seem to have a fear of attack
said adding that now she doesn't or tape."
David has experienced a number
• have to deal with the macho image
short-term
homosexual
or'the fear of emasculating a male of
relationships
which
were
ego.
Cheryl has been with her lover
for four years and said they have no
specific roles in their relationship.
Instead they label it a partnership,
thereby disputing the typical
"butch-fern" image straights have
00
• Levi :fre-washed Jeans 9 99
• Jean Jackets (lined) 9
given lesbians.
1
0
• Flannt;ll Shirts 4°
• Wrangler Jeans 9ru
''I personally don1t know any
99
99
•
\Vrangler
Cords
9
• Denim Dresses 9
stereotyped butch-fern women,"
said Cheryl explaining that butch is
SWEATERS* SKI JACKETS *WIND BREAKERS* 50% OFF
the male role and fern is the female
CLAY POTS* GLAZED POTS*PLANTS*50% OFF
,
role.
??THE SALE WILL RUN FROM MARCH 7 TO APRIL 7'r?
Older gays had a tendency to fall
-----EVERYTHING MUST GO--..-into the stereotyped butch-fern
roles because they felt they should Open :M-F 10am-6pm Sat l-6 1012 Coal SW 243-0200

upbringing trains us to be
heterosexual, forcing us into
society's well-defined roles into
which we do not always fit.
A major problem David faced,
which ·is shared by many
homosexuals, is having to use gay
bars exclusively for socializing.
"At the time I knew nothing else
but the bar," DaVid said saying that
many times a purely physical
relationship is formed with no '
substantial emotional ties, as so
often happens in hererosexual bars.
In Albuquerque, there is an
alternative for gay people who want
to become involved in the gay
community and develop more
consciousness about the unique
problems of homosexuality.
The gay co-op, a newly formed;
self-sufficient organization open to
gays, provides legal and medical
help and counseling to help gays on
the University and within the
community.
Volunteer counselors have a 12week training period where they
learn how to help other gays deal

with their sexuality and the
problems of coming out.
• 'We try to help them feel
comfortable and let them know
they aren't alone," said Roger, a
member of the co-op.
A speakers bureau is available
for lectureis~tio~t~he~~iij~~
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SPECIALIZING IN REPLACEMENT
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Toyota - Datsun
Porsche- VW
Complete Volkswagon Ma.chine. Shop

Pants & Plants
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